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Naturally occurring shocks transport energy and accelerate particles throughout the cosmos. The
problem of producing collisionless shocks in the laboratory that are of relevance to such cosmic
shocks is considered. Such an experiment must meet a number of constraints, several of which can
be expressed by algebraic scaling relations. The relations for magnetization, plasma beta, Alfve´n
Mach number, temperature, magnetic field, and collisionality are described here. Taken together, the
limits imposed by these constraints upon possible experiments are specified. The growth of
magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! turbulence and the degree of particle acceleration are examined,
demonstrating that it is feasible to contemplate studies of such phenomena in the laboratory. Finally,
some discussion of how an experiment might meet the other qualitative constraints, and of how a
































































The proposal, by Roald Sagdeev, in the late 1950’s,
shock waves could exist without collisions1 was quite con-
troversial for a number of years, until the first observation
such shock waves in outer space.2 It has since become quit
clear, from studies by satellites and spacecraft and from
trophysical simulations, that collisionless shocks play an
portant role in the transport of energy and the evolution
particle distributions in extraterrestrial plasmas. Specifica
it seems likely that supernova shocks are the domin
source of galactic cosmic rays3–6 and that heliospheric
shocks are a major contributor to the low-energy cosmic-
spectrum.7–10In the present paper, we are concerned with
potential of laboratory experiments to contribute to o
knowledge of collisionless shocks as they occur in natu
We refer to such shocks here as ‘‘cosmic shocks.’’
The first attempts at laboratory simulations of space p
nomena were reviewed11 by Podgorny and Sagdeev in 197
Subsequent events were reviewed12 by Kennelet al. in the
mid 1980’s. By that time laboratory experiments had co
pletely died out as funding decreased for magnetic-pinch
sion. The use of pinches for such experiments, in addit
had some limitations from the standpoint of relevance
cosmic shocks. The experiments were often too brief to
low the shock-reflected ions to participate in the further e
lution of the shock.13 In addition, experiments with thet
pinches could not produce a high-beta plasma with mag
tized ions in which the electrons were unaffected by mate
walls. Enthusiasm remained, however, that observation
nearby outer space could provide the data necessary to
velop a complete understanding. Over time this has
proven to be feasible, because of the incomplete ability
diagnose or to reproduce the shock waves encountere
spacecraft. It is now clear that laboratory experiments, w



























Cosmic shocks occur in systems in which both the el
trons and the ions are well magnetized. They also evo
over distances sufficient for particle acceleration to oc
through diffusive interaction with the magnetohydrodynam
~MHD! turbulence near the shock. In this context, the goa
laboratory studies of collisionless shocks must be to prod
such shocks under conditions that do lead to particle ac
eration, to measure in detail the MHD turbulence that th
produce, and to diagnose the evolution of the particle dis
butions. Such laboratory experiments must meet a numbe
constraints, discussed more thoroughly in the following. T
summary is that the particles must be well magnetized
yet the plasma pressure must be large enough to affec
magnetic field. The Alfve´n waves must not outrun the shoc
yet there must be enough time and space for the MHD
bulence to develop and for particles to be accelerated. Th
quite a challenge. Magnetized laboratory plasmas typic
do not produce shocks. In contrast, the laser-produced p
mas that do produce shocks are typically unmagnetized
the present paper, we will systematically examine wha
required to produce and study collisionless shocks in
laboratory.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we w
briefly review past laboratory work on collisionless shock
In Sec. III we will discuss the constraints that an experim
must meet, and in Sec. IV we will show how to meet t
constraints involving magnetization, beta, and Mach numb
In Sec. V we will discuss the implications for temperatu
and beta. Collisions will be the subject of Sec. VI. Th
growth of MHD turbulence and the degree of particle acc
eration are discussed in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII we will discu
the production and isolation of the plasma and in Sec.
we will discuss the production of a ‘‘piston’’ that can driv
the sort of shocks we find to be feasible. Section X is



































































4691Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 2000 The design of laboratory experiments . . .II. CONTEXT
Here we undertake a brief review of past, laborato
collisionless-shock studies. There were a number of exp
ments in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s. Most of the
experiments took advantage of theta pinch coils, often s
ported for magnetic fusion research, to drive a perpendic
shock radially inward. They have been reviewed14,15 by
Biskamp and by Hintz. These experiments were focused
the scaling of the shock structure with the Alfve´n Mach
number,MA , because the MHD theory of shock waves r
quires that their structure must change above a critical va
of MA . Such changes were detected,
16 but the experiments
had a very limited ability to examine the details of the phy
cal system. For example, the speed of the available elect
ics prevented such experiments from diagnosing the Alfve´nic
turbulence and the evolution of the particle distributions.
other work, some evidence was reported of collisionless c
pling between ionized background plasma and expand
laser-produced plasma, as discussed17 by Cheunget al. and
the references therein. This work did not extend, however
studies of collisionless shocks.
Recent years have included some experiments in wh
lasers have been used to drive shock waves. These ar
viewed in a recent paper18 and some of them are releva
here. Experiments19 using a CO2 laser at Los Alamos pro
duced copious energetic electrons which may have preve
the formation of an unmagnetized, collisionless shock.
periments using 100 J class lasers at the Naval Rese
Laboratory,20 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,21
and Los Alamos have studied the blast waves driven by
expansion of a laser-irradiated target into neutral gas. Th
experiments are relevant to explosions within atmosphe
but not directly to collisionless shocks. They do produ
some hydrodynamic effects, such as the Vishn
instability,22 that may also develop in collisionless system
Certain experiments in Russia are most relevant here,23,24
because they did produce collisionless shocks. In these
periments, an expanding, laser-produced plasma drov
shock wave through a plasma produced by a theta pin
Early during the expansion, both the plasmab and the
Alfvénic Mach number were large. However, these qua
ties decreased below unity during the experiments, wh
limits their relevance to cosmic shocks. The ability to und
stand details and to test models was also limited, beca
only global measurements of the expanding structures w
reported. Nonetheless these Russian experiments provid
significant motivation for the analysis discussed herein.
In addition, there was one report25 of a ‘‘shock’’ pro-
duced when a flowing laser plasma encountered an obst
In this case, the shock thickness measured by schlieren
tography was much less that the collisional mean free p
inferred by the authors. The present author notes that
paper does not discuss the role of scattered laser radiatio
of the electron flux from the laser plasma, in evolving plas
from the obstacle. It is unclear to him whether the structu
observed might not be better described as collid
plasmas,26–28 in which ion–ion two-stream instabilities pro










































such ‘‘shocks’’ are not of cosmic relevance, which is o
focus here.
In other related work,29,30 Ripin et al. studied the sub-
Alfvénic expansion of a laser-produced plasma into a m
netic field. They explored the large-Larmor-radius variant
the Rayleigh Taylor instability that develops under such c
ditions.
III. THE CONSTRAINTS
The design of a collisionless shock experiment must s
isfy a number of simultaneous constraints. We identify a
discuss these in turn. For analysis of this system, we w
with an idealization, shown in Fig. 1. A piston drives a sho
through pre-existing plasma. The shock velocity isvs , the
post-shock temperature and beta areT in eV andb, the pre-
shock magnetic field isB in Gauss, the pre-shock density
n in number per cm3, and the total distance over which th
shock can be driven isD in cm.
We take in turn the following constraints that must
met. The experiment must have the following:
~a! A system size of many gyroradii~ .e., be highly mag-
netized!
~b! Plasma beta~b!.1, so that the plasma can readily a
fect the field
~c! Alfvén Mach number.1, so the upstream Aflvenic
turbulence does not escape the shock
~d! ‘‘Collisionless’’ conditions, the details of which are
discussed below
~e! A shock unaffected by material walls
~f! Plasma production that achieves well-defined init
conditions
~g! An adequate piston
~h! Enough time for MHD turbulence to grow at th
shocks and for particle acceleration to occur
~i! Diagnosable parameters
A note regarding constraint b is that theb is that of the
hocked plasma. This should be sufficient to allow the sh
and its precursors to produce MHD turbulence and
strongly affect the fieldB. It is not essential that the up
stream, unperturbed plasma have significantb, although if
achievable this would be desirable.
The primary focus of this paper will be upon constrain
a through d and h. These can be analyzed mathematicall
means of scaling relations. Constraints e and f are m










































4692 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 2000 R. P. Drakemore dependent upon the specific approach to an experim
Only some general remarks will be offered about them. T
treatment of the driving piston~constraint g! is also specific
to a given experiment. Some aspects of laser-driven pis
will, however, be discussed. Finally, the diagnosis of
experiment~constraint i! will also be left to specific experi-
mental designs. One should note, though, that the specta
advances in electronics during the 30 years since the p
laboratory experiments on this topic imply that the unsta
dynamics could now be examined much more closely.
IV. MAGNETIZATION AND BETA
The first problem faced by laboratory collisionless-sho
experiments is that space and astrophysical plasmas are
magnetized and yet also have significant beta. The g
radius of an ion is a tiny fraction of the size of structures
interest in a typical extraterrestrial system~;1029, for ex-
ample, in supernova remnants31!. Yet at the same time the
magnetic field is weak, withb, the ratio of plasma pressur
to magnetic field pressure, being of order 1 in space plas
and often much larger in astrophysical ones. The problem
the lab is that a strongly magnetized plasma, having a sm
gyroradius compared to the experiment size, typically a
has a smallb. These two constraints are coupled as descri
next.
We define the magnetization,a to be the ratio of system
size to gyroradius,a5D/r Li . Here r Li is the gyroradius of







in which the factor of 4 applies to perpendicular shocks,A is















~In the case of parallel shocks, the field strength is not
creased by the shock and the coefficients in these denom
tors are 100 and 104, respectively.! For relevance to cosmic
shocks, this parameter should be as large as possible. As
ing that the ions are magnetized, the electrons are extrem
well magnetized, because their gyroradius is at most 1
that of the ions.









where the compressed density is 4n and the compressed fiel
is again 4B. ~For parallel shocks, the coefficient 10211 is
replaced by 1.6310210.! In writing Eq. ~3!, the electron tem-
perature is assumed to be negligible, for reasons discu
below in Sec. VI. What is notable here is thatT/B2 appears























This expression is the same for both perpendicular and
allel shocks.
The Alfvén Mach number has a similar scaling tob, if
we connect the shock velocity toT by the standard relation
T5(3/16)Mivs









In addition, the duration of the experiment, in gyroperio
of the shocked ambient ions, is implied by the magnetizati
In general,vcit5A3a/4, because the ion thermal velocit
vT[AT/Mi , is related to the shock velocity byvT
5A3vs/4, and the shock transit time ist5D/vs ~in the ap-
proximation of constantvs!.
These equations define the fundamental tradeoffs
such an experiment, and show why system size,D, is
very important. The density,n, will be limited by the require-
ment that the system be collisionless and by the limited
ergy available to sustain the shock and accelerate amb
ions. The tradeoff, for perpendicular shocks, described
Eqs. ~1!–~5! is illustrated in Fig. 2, for nD252
31018cm21. MA is shown forn55310
13per cm3, corre-
sponding toD5200 cm. ~These values will turn out to be
reasonable for an experiment once all the constraints h
been taken into account.! One sees that achieving a magn
tization of ;100 with significantb and MA is feasible for
this case.
For parallel shocks, the tradeoff between magnetizat
and the other parameters is shown in Fig. 3. Hereb becomes
larger but the magnetization becomes smaller, as is il
trated in Fig. 3 for the same experimental parameters. In
case,b can be in the range of 5 to 10 whilea is in the range
of 50 to 100, with anMA of about 2.
In concluding this section, we note that the value ofnD2
used here could correspond equally well to other exp
ments, as is illustrated in Fig. 4. A corresponding theta pin
experiment, for example, would haveD;20 cm andn;5
31015per cm3. ~This is about 10 times the density obtaine
in the experiment16 of Phillips and Robson.! A correspond-
ing dense laser–plasma experiment would haveD;1 mm
andn;231020/cm3. Working at higher density does requir
FIG. 2. Perpendicular shocks: magnetization vsb tradeoff for nD252



























































4693Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 2000 The design of laboratory experiments . . .less energy, as the total number of particles to be heated
scales asN}(nD2)3/2/An. However, higher density pro
duces more collisions. We will explore the limits due to co
lisions in Sec. VI, and will find the dense laser–plasma c
to be unfeasible.
V. TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC FIELD
It is evident from the above discussion thatT andB are
also inherently coupled. It is also evident from Eqs.~1!–~5!
that one pays a large penalty in magnetization by using
ion heavier than hydrogen, assuming that one cannot hig
ionize such ions. We assume hydrogen ambient ions he
forth. For a specific shock geometry and for given values
any three of the quantitiesD, n, b, anda, the ratio ofT to B2
is fixed by the above equations. For example, for perpend
lar shocks with n5531013per cm3, a5100, and D
5200 cm ~which impliesb53.3!, one findsT/B250.0065.
The temperature,T, is determined by the shock velocity. I
the simple model described above, the piston velocity de
mines the shock velocity. In an actual experiment, the sh
velocity will be limited to what can be sustained througho
the experiment and is likely to decrease with time. On
one hand, for the experiment to make sense, the sho
temperature must be large compared to any ambient pla
temperature. On the other hand, the number of ions that
FIG. 3. Parallel shocks: magnetization vsb tradeoff for nD252
31018 cm21. MA is shown forn55310
13 cm23.
FIG. 4. Scaling of the density from holdingnD25231018 cm21. The















be shocked and heated, with fixed energy, is more impor
than the temperature they reach. Beyond this, the shoc
energy should be high enough to be easily measured.
will specify the experiment to achieve an initial shock
temperature of 100 eV. For fixed piston energy, the act
shocked temperature will be smaller by the time the sh
reaches the end of the experiment. The shock velo
needed to heat hydrogen ions to 100 eV, using the stan
relation T5(3/16)Mivs
2, is found to be 230 km/s (2.3
3107 cm/s). This requires a piston velocity of 173 km/
which is also the post-shock flow velocity. The implicatio
of this are discussed further below.
The design temperature of 100 eV specifies the magn
field by implication. First, for the perpendicular shock ju
discussed, this impliesB5120 Gauss. We also note that th
conditions just defined correspond, in the shocked plasma
an ion cyclotron frequency,vci51.2310
6 rad/s, an ion gy-
roradius of 8.5 cm, a shock transit timet59 ms, andvcit
540. In the case of a parallel shock, the parametersn55
31013/cm3, a570, andD5200 cm correspond tob56.4
and T/B250.0008. Thus, forT5100 eV one findsB5350
Gauss. Hencevci53.4310
6 rad/s, the ion gyroradius is
2.9 cm, andvcit;30. We will see below that the Alfve´nic
turbulence has ample time to grow under these condition
These results can be scaled to different conditions, us
the above equations. For example, if one holdsD/r Li570,
T5100 eV, andnD25231018cm21, one obtainsb56.4,
MA52.0, and the scaling ofn andB with D shown in Fig. 4.
One sees that the required field strength grows rapidly
experiment size decreases.
VI. COLLISIONALITY
The goal of the experiment is to create reproducib
well-diagnosed, relevant collisionless shocks. This sta
ment, however, is insufficient to define the collisionality co
straints on the design. One must ask just why one wants
system to be collisionless. There are at least four reasons
survey them first, then discuss them in more detail. First,
needs to assure that the shock is not affected by collisio
This requires that the ion–ion collision mean free path
large compared to the shocked-ion gyroradius,r Li , which
sets the scale of the shock transition. Second, one need
assure that the collisions with electrons, whose principal
fect is to slow down the ions by electron drag, do not co
the ions too much. The requirement must be that the co
sponding cooling of the ions is a very small fraction of the
shocked temperature. Third, the resistivity due to all co
sions must be small enough that the MHD turbulence is
significantly affected. This is equivalent to requiring that t
magnetic Reynolds number be large. Fourth, the collision
ions with neutrals must be infrequent enough that cha
exchange and other collisional processes are negligible. N
we take up these four issues in turn.
In evaluating ion–ion collisions, we consider two cas
First, we assess the corresponding mean free path of
shocked ambient ions.~The mean free path of any accele
ated ions is longer.! The various~slowing, perpendicular
























































4694 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 2000 R. P. Drakeof order 331027 nT3/2s21 ~for a Coulomb logarithm of
about 10!. The corresponding mean free path, for hydrog
ions moving atAT/Mi , is 331012T2/n cm. For the nominal
parameters given above, this is larger than 600 cm, wh
compares to a gyroradius of about 3 cm. The scattering
the fast, shock-reflected ions in the cool, unshocked amb
plasma is much smaller. The mean free path
;1016(vs/100 km/s)
4/n. This, for the nominal parameters,
about 6000 cm. Thus, the ion–ion scattering length,l i i can
be large compared to the ion gyroradius. The ratio can
expressed as
l i i /r Li53310
12T2AnD2/~n3/2a!. ~6!
Equation~6! is plotted in Fig. 5, along with other quantitie
discussed below. One can see that experiments following
scaling become collisional at sizes smaller than a few tim
10 cm. One could attempt to make the density lower,
reduce collisions, but only by sacrificingb and/or D/r Li ,
according to Eqs.~1!–~5!.
The second constraint is that the electrons should
heat to a large fraction of the ion temperature due to co
sions.~The electrons also must not be too cold, as discus
next.! The electrons heat by drag on the ions. The drag
decreases very strongly with increasing electron tempera
Te , being proportional to 1/Te
3/2. Thus, the electrons wil
heat until the heating rate drops to of the order of the exp
ment time. To evaluate this we integrate the electron hea
equation, for cold electrons,dTe /dt5Tnei , wherenei53.3
31028 nTe
23/2s21 is the electron drag rate. The resultin




which is about 27 eV for the nominal parameters abo
With some additional algebra, one can show that the sca








This relationship is also shown in Fig. 5. One can see tha
D drops increasingly below about 100 cm, the electron he
FIG. 5. Collisionality scaling parameters for the same conditions as Fi




















ing by drag becomes strong enough that the above mod
not valid and that the ions will be strongly cooled by th
electrons.
This takes us to the third constraint. Magnetic viscos
must not prevent or greatly alter the development of
MHD turbulence in the shock. We assess this by evalua
the magnetic Reynolds number. The magnetic Reyno





whereL is a characteristic length scale,u is the fluid veloc-
ity, and DF is the ~kinematic! magnetic diffusivity. Since
structures as small asr Li may be important, we takeL;r Li








in which the ionic chargeZ51 for hydrogen.
Combining these equations, one findsRM52.1Te
3/2 for
D5200 cm anda570, giving RM;60 for Te;10 eV. The









This relation is also shown in Fig. 5. ForTe;10 eV, for
example,RM is about 30 times the value shown in the figur
We find that increasingTe is helpful because it increases th
RM . Paradoxically, the electron drag discussed above of
only limited help here, because it is too slow and occ
primarily downstream of the shock. It takes a substan
fraction of the experiment time forTe to increase by drag to
the limit shown in Fig. 5. There are, however, other sour
of electron heating, which can be sufficient to assure a la
RM .
There are at least three mechanisms that provide ra
electron heating. First, the plasma production method
likely to heat the electrons. Second, when the shock is
quasi-parallel, it causes the magnetic field to compress b
factor of 2–4. This will also heat the electrons. Third, the
is believed to be some degree of electron heating assoc
with the MHD turbulence, although how much is unclea
Astrophysical measurements32 tend to suggest thatTe /T may
be 0.1. Any effect that increasesTe will increaseRM . There
will also be some heating by drag on the ions reflected fr
the shock. By observing what actually happens, an exp
ment will also explore the dynamics of electron heating
collisionless shocks.
The fourth and final constraint~ion–neutral collisions!
imposes conditions on the plasma production proce
Charge exchange is the most important such process,
this must be small enough that many of the shock reflec
ions reach the end of the experiment. The neutral part
density does not scale inherently with the design variab
the way the other collisionality parameters do, but inste
depends on how the plasma is produced. In general, h



















































































4695Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 2000 The design of laboratory experiments . . .density decreases. For example, the neutral H density c
be as large as 31013cm23 to achieve a 10 cm ion–neutra
mean-free-path, but must be no larger that 331012cm23 to
keep this mean-free-path above 100 cm. For very large
periments, which are otherwise favored, controlling the n
tral density will be a key issue. We will leave the speci
treatment of given cases, however, to the detailed desig
such experiments.
VII. MHD TURBULENCE AND PARTICLE
ACCELERATION
Here we discuss the development of MHD turbulence
the shock and the consequent particle acceleration. The
portant questions are whether the turbulence will have t
to develop and whether significant particle accelerat
would be expected. These are both necessary if one i
learn from an experiment about the dynamics of particle
celeration in cosmic shocks.
The establishment of MHD turbulence depends on
number of mechanisms. A perpendicular shock can estab
itself quite quickly, since it depends primarily on the beha
ior of reflected ions within a gyroradius in front of the shoc
In this geometry, the piston pushes the field forward at h
velocity. This should be sufficient to establish a shock.
Oblique and parallel shocks take longer, as they req
the development of some MHD instability in the foresho
region. One can use the firehose instability as a surrogate
the broader class of instabilities that may participate in
shock dynamics. The pressure along the field lines due to
ions expanding from the energetic-ion source, such as a l
target, is much larger than the pressure perpendicula
them. For the ions moving at what will become the sho
speed, the firehose instability33 has a growth rate given b
g fh;kvs . Here we take the wavenumber of interest to c
respond to the inverse gyroradius of the shock-reflected i
k;vci /vs . Thus, g fh;vci and the number of firehos
growth times isvcit, given above as (A3/4)D/r Li . For
cases withD/r Li;50 to 100, the turbulence will experience
large number of growth times for the MHD instabilities th
participate in collisionless shocks.
We thus conclude that collisionless shocks should
velop in such a system. The next question, whether one
observe particle acceleration, has two parts. First, sufficie
energetic particles must be available for acceleration. S
ond, there must be a sufficient number of diffusive cy
times to allow substantial acceleration to occur. We addr
these in turn.
First, we require that particles be available for accele
tion. This is known as the ‘‘injection’’ problem. Injection i
not well understood. It has on the one hand been argued
the injection of enough particles into supernova shocks
account for the observed cosmic ray production is proble
atic. On the other hand, it has been argued that this con
sion, based on a test-particle analysis, is not valid34 and that
injection is self-regulating.34,35 Experiments would help to
reveal the injection dynamics. There are several reason
believe that particles will be available for acceleration, a





































parallel shock, the turbulence that establishes the sh
grows within an injected population of high-velocity ion
Thus, ions will be available for acceleration from the sta
Also, the shocked plasma is high-beta, which implies that
shocked thermal ions move as quickly as the Alfve´nic turbu-
lence. The perpendicular shock, in contrast, must produc
own ions for injection. As a result, one might see a sign
cant difference in the particle distributions for parallel a
perpendicular shocks. Nonetheless, this is a strong sh
which implies that the post-shock thermal velocity is abo
half the shock speed, meaning that a significant numbe
particles can cross the shock. Moreover, one could m
special arrangements to provide an initial burst of very en
getic ions if this were needed.
We next ask whether the particle distribution functio
will have time to evolve significantly during the experimen
Diffusive particle acceleration in shocks has been analyze36
in terms of the characteristic time for a diffusive cycle,Tcyc,
given by
Tcyc5S l1u1 1 l2u2D , ~12!
wherel is the mean-free-path,u is the fluid velocity in the
shock frame, and 1 and 2 designate the upstream and do
stream sides of the shock, respectively. The mean-free-
is determined by the structure of the turbulence, and is
most of the order of the gyroradius of the shock reflec
ions, u1 /vci . ~This is a conservative estimate. It could al
be of order the gyroradius of the shocked ambient io
which would correspond to a smaller cycle time and to m
particle acceleration.! Hence, one hasTcyc;5/vci because
u25u1/4, so that the number of diffusive cycles ist/Tcyc
5(A3/20)(D/r Li). In this nonrelativistic limit, the velocity
increases by roughlyu1 per cycle. The upper limit on the
acceleration is the energy at which the ion gyrorad
becomes comparable to the system size. For a lateral siz
;1 m in a 100 G field this is;10 keV. If u1 were ;140
km/s, this would require;10 diffusive cycles, orD/r Li
;100. Thus, an experiment that meets the constraints
cussed in Secs. III and IV is likely to observe significa
MHD turbulence and particle acceleration.
VIII. PLASMA ISOLATION AND PRODUCTION
Thus far we have investigated the scaling of plasma
rameters corresponding to well-magnetized, high-b, and col-
lisionless plasma. These scalings are independent of the
cific approach to such experiments. In contrast, the ex
magnetic field configuration and exact details of plasma p
duction are inherently intertwined with the experimental a
proach. There are, however, some important general po
to be made about these issues, which is our purpose in
section.
We first discuss the magnetic field configuration. If su
experiments are to achieve the goal of being relevant
space and astrophysical systems, then the magnetic























































































4696 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 2000 R. P. Drakecontact no material surfaces, and they must not loop aro
so as to connect the upstream side of the shock with
downstream side. We take these in turn.
Regarding the first property, the electron distributi
function and the plasma potential are well known to
greatly altered when magnetic field lines contact a surfa
Electron transport through the sheath at the surface alter
distribution, and conduction along the surface electrica
connects the field lines. The electrons travel quite rapid
Even at 10 eV, they move more than a meter per micros
ond. Thus, the field topology should be designed to keep
field lines off of the walls. Consequently, they must
closed within the vacuum environment of the experime
This means that at least some of the field coils will need
be enclosed within the vacuum environment.
Regarding the second property, it is not difficult to sep
rate the upstream and downstream field lines for a perp
dicular shock. For a parallel shock, however, this may
difficult. Reflected or accelerated ions and electrons stre
out in front of a parallel shock. The field lines they flo
along must not loop around to the downstream side of
shock but must also be kept off of the chamber walls. For
parallel shock, this may well require a helical field config
ration in which such particles are shunted to one side~see
Fig. 6!. The accelerated ions can be allowed to escape
system, by taking advantage of their large orbits to coll
them with surfaces or detectors where the field lines turn
One potential advantage of collisionless shock exp
ments, not shared by magnetic confinement experiment
that they need not be MHD stable. The shock wave descr
in previous sections will traverse the system in a small fr
tion of a typical growth time for a global MHD instability
~Local MHD turbulence will be driven to large amplitude, a
is shown below.! From this point of view, one can use
manifestly unstable magnetic field configuration. In a
given case, however, the need to produce the plasma in
vance may impose some instability and confinement c
straints.
FIG. 6. Schematic of a possible experiment, using a laser to produce
piston. Some of the magnetic coils producing the racetrack field config


























There are a numerous options for plasma producti
Some methods would involve causing the plasma to flow
along field lines. The Russian experiments,23,24 mentioned
above, used a theta pinch in this way. One could use o
sources as well, such as a Helicon source. In such cases
best possible experiment would use fast field coils to se
rate the plasma of interest from the source before the sh
was launched. Other methods would create the plasm
place. Given enough laser energy, one might photoionize
plasma by producing extreme ultraviolet emission from
laser-heated surface. Alternatively, using this or some o
source of plasma initiation, one could employ rf heating.
these cases, one might use a supersonic gas valve
source, so the neutral particles could drift out of the plas
before one launched the shock. Compared to most of
historical work, one has an advantage in producing plas
for these experiments, because it is not important to obta
hot plasma and global MHD instabilities are not an issue
long as they are slow enough. We leave further details of
topic to specific experiment designs.
IX. THE PISTON
The next question is how to drive, through the mediu
just described, a shock havingvs approaching 230 km/s. As
was discussed in Sec. II, two of the approaches identifie
date are the use of a theta pinch14 and the use of a lase
driver.24 Other methods might also be invented. Here we w
discuss some of the issues associated with using a l
driver. Figure 6 shows a schematic of such an experim
intended to study parallel shocks.
In all applications of a finite source of matter and ener
to the problem of generating a collisionless shock, the fin
mass of the source comes into play. The transition to
Sedov–Taylor expansion37,38 begins when the mass of th
swept-up, ambient plasma equals that of the source. A
this transition, the velocity of the blast wave decreases
time to the 0.6 power. In consequence, an experiment
generates a directed, slowly diverging plasma expansion
drive a shock for a much longer distance than an experim
producing a spherical expansion can.
There are at least three ways to use a laser drive
produce an expanding plasma. First, one can irradiate a s
mass of material at comparatively high intensity, causing
to explode in a spherically expanding cloud of material. T
main disadvantage of this method is that the expansio
spherical. Second, one can launch a shock through a bloc
matter, thick enough that the shock breaks out of the mate
after the laser pulse. In this case, the drifting matter and
expanding plasma on its leading edge can form a high M
number plasma flow suitable for driving a shock.39,40 How-
ever, in order to achieve the necessary material velocitie
laser on the scale of the National Ignition Facility would
needed. Third, one can launch a shock through a block
matter thin enough that the shock breaks through the ma
uring the laser pulse, after which the entire block is acc
erated further. This approach might be described as










































































4697Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 11, November 2000 The design of laboratory experiments . . .equation describes the acceleration. This approach is pr
able for experiments using a kJ class laser. We discus
further next.
The theoretical hydrodynamic efficiency of a lase
driven rocket equals the fraction of the mass that is abla
from the target. Observations, and one-dimensional 1D
drocode simulations, indicate that the actual value is ab
half of this.41 This leads one to use a thin target, so tha
large fraction of the mass is ablated and the target is ac
erated to large velocities. However, the accelerated targ
subject to the Rayleigh Taylor instability and too thin a ta
get will break up before the end of the laser pulse. An in
pendent constraint is that the shock driven through the ta
by the laser ablation must be strong enough to ionize
entire target. This is necessary so that it becomes an exp
ing plasma as opposed to a cluster of fluid blobs.
One example of plausible parameters is as follows. A
kJ, 1 ns laser beam, at a wavelength of 0.53mm, could irra-
diate a 1 mmdiameter spot on an 18-mm thick CH2 target.
The corresponding average laser intensity is
31014W/cm2. The pressure generated is 12 Mbar~scaling
with laser intensity to the 2/3 power!.42 The pressurep is
related to the shock velocityus by p52rus
2/(g11), where
r is the initial density of the target~;1 g/cm3!, from which
us540 km/s. The sound speed in the shocked matter,c0 , is
22 km/s. The energy deposited in the target by shock hea
is 6 J. The actual hydrodynamic efficiency is 8.5%, implyi
that the target acquires 85 J of kinetic energy, and is ac
erated to about 120 km/s. According to simulations of t
case, the post-shock acceleration is large enough tha
plasma expansion from the rear surface is very limited u
after the laser pulse.
The initial shock velocity will be much larger than 12
km/s. The leading edge of the target, which expands
accelerates, drives this shock through ambient plasma
sity that is about 10 orders of magnitude smaller than
target density. In the pure hydrodynamic case, the lead
edge would accelerate to in excess of 200 km/s. In the ac
plasma case, species separation and heat conduction can
to larger final velocities. However, the shock would slow
the swept up mass approached the initial target mass.
actual experiment would vary the target properties in orde
obtain an optimum forward shock strength and duration.
X. CONCLUSION
This concludes our examination of the problem of p
ducing laboratory collisionless shocks of cosmic relevan
We identified nine constraints that must be met by such
experiment. We found that the key parameter that determ
the degree to which one can meet the first three constrain
large magnetization (D/r Li), plasma beta.1, and Alfvén
Mach number.1—is the product of density times the squa
of the experiment size,nD2. Density is limited by the re-
quirement that collisionality be small~the fourth constraint!,
with the implication that an experiment must be larger th
some fraction of a meter in size. The ultimate size of such
experiment is limited by the size of feasible facilities and





































find, however, that an experiment that meets the first f
constraints also will produce an adequate number of gro
times for MHD turbulence to establish a collisionless sho
even in the parallel shock case, and an adequate numb
iffusive cycles to observe substantial particle accelerat
Accomplishing this~meeting our eighth constraint! is the
payoff from the point of view of being able to study mech
nisms of relevance in cosmic shocks.
The other four constraints, pertaining to the producti
of the plasma, its isolation from material walls, driving th
shock, and diagnosing the experiment, are much more
cific to individual experimental designs. With one partial e
ception, we have left the treatment of these issues to attem
to design collisionless-shock experiments. The exceptio
the problem of using a laser to produce the ‘‘piston’’ that c
drive a collisionless shock. We did see, by an example,
a kilojoule class laser could accomplish this goal.
It is the opinion of the author that experiments of th
type are now feasible and should be undertaken. The fund
of plasma physics has recently placed increasing importa
on fundamental issues and sound basic research. One m
hope that this will enable the resurgence of laboratory stud
of collisionless shocks. The present paper should be of us
those who attempt to accomplish this.
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